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Introduction to Intellectual Property 
The purpose of this article is to give a quick and basic overview of Intellectual Property, focusing on the procurement of a United States Patent. Often, the first question asked is whether the "item" in mind should be protected with a patent, a trademark, or a copyright.
There is another way of protecting Intellectual Property . . . keep it secret. This form of Intellectual Property is known as "Trade Secret" and is appropriate when the "item" is not disclosed by the goods that embody the item. The classic example of Trade Secret is the recipe for making Coca-Cola.
Generally, a patent is used to protect an invention or an inventive idea; a trademark is used to protect an identifier (name or logo) that the public associates with certain goods or services; and a copyright is used to protect a work of authorship or artistry. It is typical for a person with an invention to have a use for trademark and copyright protection too. For example, the trademark "Efficient Light" and copyrighted instructional materials might be used in conjunction with the marketing of a patented energy-efficient light-bulb.
Besides the fact that these different forms of protection (patent, trademark, and copyright) cover different types of "items", each of these forms of protection also comes into being in a different way, and has a different lifetime. Since this article is directed to United States Patent protection, it does not cover the creation, "perfection", enforcement, or other aspects of trademark or copyright protection.
 Attributes of protection
I've used the word "protection" without describing what "protection" is. In simplest terms, the holder of an intellectual property right has the right to exclude others from using the intellectual property. That's worth pondering for a moment. The right to exclude is not the right to practice. Just because you patented a method of using nuclear radiation to generate electricity does not exempt you from the regulatory permitting process. The patent alone doesn't give you the right to practice your invention. However, the patent alone usually gives you the right to keep others from practicing your invention.
The right to exclude others does not mean that you must exclude others, or that you are the only person who may practice your invention. You can license others to produce, sell, use, or otherwise practice your invention.
The right to exclude others from making, using, or selling your patented invention extends even to those who later come up with the same idea you did, on their own. This is different from copyright protection, which only gives you the right to control who may "copy" your work. Copyright gives you no rights against somebody who creates a work of authorship or art who has never been exposed to your copyrighted work.
Patent protection is limited territorially. If you have a United States patent, you have the right to exclude all others from making, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing the patented invention into the United States. If the only patent you have is a United States patent, you cannot exclude others from making, using, or selling in Europe, Asia, South America, or even Canada; you only have the right to exclude
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others from activities that bring your invention	may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the
into the United States.	conditions and requirements of this title."
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The protection of a United States Patent is also time limited. For a "Utility patent" or a "Plant patent," the term is up to 20 years from the date of filing the patent application; for a "Design patent," the term is 14 years from the date the patent issues.
Is this "thing" patentable?
The federal laws relating to patents are in Title 35 of the United States Code (35 U.S.C.). Patent attorneys and agents refer to certain parts of this law in "shorthand," by referring only to the section number. I do too, and when I say "section 101," it is shorthand for "35 U.S.C. 101."
There are three types of patent protection available in the United States; utility, plant, and design.
Section 101 defines the subject material patentable as a "Utility patent." It says, "Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefore, subject to the conditions and requirements of this title."
Section 161 defines the subject material patentable as a "Plant patent." It says, "Whoever invents or discovers and asexually produces any distinct and new variety of plant, including cultivated sports, mutants, hybrids, and newly found seedlings, other than a tuberpropogated plant or a plant found in an uncultivated state, may obtain a patent therefor, subject to the conditions and requirement of this title."
Section 171 defines the subject material patentable as a "Design patent." It says, "Whoever invents any new, original and ornamental design for an article of manufacture
Design Patent or Utility Patent?
Most inventions that are worth patenting fall into the "Utility patent" category, as being "new and useful." The notion of "usefulness" or "utility" is not such that only "serious" items are considered patentable. Games and other items of a more frivolous nature may be worthy of Utility patent protection, and have been patented.
What is the difference between "Design" and "Utility" patents? If your idea is such that you can picture it being practiced in a variety of slightly different forms, then you have an inventive CONCEPT that is worthy of utility patent protection. In this case, you do not want to settle for a Design patent. The protection that a Design patent affords is for an ornamental design, a specific ornamental design, and only the specific ornamental design that is depicted in the Design patent drawing itself.
Sometimes a design patent is appropriate protection, but it is important to know that there is such a thing as a "Design patent" and that it is very different from a "Utility patent." A well written Utility patent protects an entire inventive CONCEPT, but a well written Design patent protects only a specific ornamental design. Occasionally, an invention is best protected with both a Utility and a Design patent.
While you are shopping for a Patent attorney or agent, be sure to ask what sort of patent they will pursue for you. Some unscrupulous operators will promise the inventor a patent, and will deliver a patent. But the patent that they deliver is a Design patent, which does NOT provide the patent owner with the right to exclude others from an inventive CONCEPT. The Federal Trade Commission's July 1997 Project Mousetrap press release (reproduced below) gives good cautionary advice about so-called "Invention Promotion" operations.
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You have an invention!
You have decided that your "item" is not suitable for trade secret, trademark, or copyright protection, and that patent protection is under consideration. The next question is whether or not your invention is patentable.
Although it is not a prerequisite to filing a United States patent application, some inventors decide to perform a patentability search to determine the likelihood of securing a patent. This entails looking at issued patents (both United States and foreign) and other printed publications. The object of the search is to see whether or not you are the first person to "invent" your invention. If the results of the less costly search indicate that the invention is not patentable, the inventor has saved the price of the more costly patent application. But, often, the present invention IS patentably distinct from prior art and the inventor has just spent extra money for a search.
With the emergence of the internet, many inventors are drawn to online searches. An online search may lead to a false sense of security, because the online search engines
http://www.uspto.gov http: //ep . espacenet. com http://www. google. com
are limited in scope of search. For example, there may be "prior art," either predating the online archive, or in a publication other than an issued United States or European patent, that anticipates the invention. A patent examiner looks at a larger database for "prior art" than a free online search does.
Many inventors decide not to pursue a patent application if the search turns up "prior art" that resembles their invention. It would be a mistake to decide to skip the application process merely because the prior art is addressed to the same subject, or resembles the present invention.
 Often, in these cases, the inventor has at least an improvement over an existing patent. Improvements are specifically named in section 101 as proper subject material for a Utility patent.
A skilled patent attorney or agent will be able to tell you which aspects of your invention are patentably distinct from the prior art that he is aware of. He will make it clear to you that, for United States Patents, the ultimate arbiter of patentability is the United States Patent and Trademark Office, and also that potentially invalidating prior art may be held in confidence by the Patent Office, in the form of patent applications by others.
How to lose your right to patent
Actions by others can lead to an invention being rendered unpatentable. For example, if somebody else invented and used (but did not conceal) in the United States before you invented, they may be entitled to a United States patent, but you are not.
AN INVENTOR CAN MAKE HIS INVENTION UNPATENTABLE IN THE UNITED STATES BY HIS OWN
ACTIONS. One way to do this is to offer the invention for sale, and then wait more than one year before filing a United States patent application. Another way an inventor can lose his right to patentability is to describe his invention in a publication (such as at a trade show with a limited audience, or in an educational thesis that is cataloged in a library) and then wait more than one year before filing a United States patent application.
If you have made your invention public, even in a "slight" way, you have started the clock ticking on United States patentability, and you have already lost your right to patent in many foreign countries. There are other ways that you can forfeit your right to patent, but the above are the easiest to commit.
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Section 102 specifies these, and other ways that a loss of right to patent can occur.
There are other reasons why "time is of the essence" in making an application for patent. If more than one inventor has an application pending in the Patent Office at the same time, the first party to apply gets the patent 95% of the time. Even if you are the first party to file, if the second party decides to assert that it was first to invent, you will have to spend the time and money to show that you were the first to invent. This is called an "interference" proceeding and it is an expensive matter. Section 135 is the statutory basis for "interference," and Subpart E of the Rules governs the procedure in patent interferences in the Patent and Trademark Office.
Securing a United States Patent
The life of a United States Patent has several phases, and each phase has costs. The first phase is Application. This phase includes the preparation of the patent application itself, including any required drawings and all supporting documents. When all of the necessary application documents have been submitted to the United States Patent and Trademark Office, along with the Official Filing Fee, the Application phase is over.
The second phase is Prosecution. In this phase a patent examiner looks for prior art, and other reasons to deny the grant of a patent to the applicant. The patent examiner details his objections and grounds for rejecting the patent application in "reports", called Office Actions. The inventor (or his agent/attorney) must make substantive, written responses to all Office Actions, or the application will become abandoned. Generally, the examiner will argue that the invention is NOT patentable, and the inventor will argue that it is. When the inventor prevails, the third phase is Issuance and Maintenance.
After being notified that the application is in
condition for allowance, the payment of an Official Issue Fee is required in order to receive the patent grant. Further, periodic payments called Maintenance Fees are necessary to keep a Utility patent in an enforceable condition. Maintenance fees are due at three and a half, seven and a half, and eleven and a half years after the issue date of the patent.
Phase One - Application
A patent application is not a simple document, it is a complicated and technical legal drafting exercise. The preparation of a patent application is mentally demanding, technically difficult and time consuming. The necessary contents of a United States patent application are described in sections 111 through 115. More detailed suggestions are contained in The Code of Federal Regulations and in the Manual of Patent Examining Procedure. The Code of Federal Regulations relating to Patent matters is 37 C.F.R. and "Rule 77" is a shorthand expression for the rule located at 37 C.F.R. 1.77. Rule 77 suggests the following order for the arrangement of Application Elements:
·	Title of the invention
·	Cross reference to related applications
·	Brief summary of the invention
·	Brief description of the several views of the drawing
·	Detailed description
·	Claim or claims
·	Abstract of the disclosure
·	Signed oath or declaration
·	Drawings
Taken as a whole, the application must enable any person skilled in the art to make and use the invention. The inventor is also under an obligation not to "sandbag" the public, and is required to disclose the best mode of practicing the invention that the inventor contemplates at the time the application is filed.
For example, if your invention was an
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incandescent light bulb, and you knew that a tungsten filament was better than an iron filament, then you are obliged to disclose the tungsten filament, even if the invention works with an iron filament. The disclosure of the iron filament would satisfy the "enablement" requirement, but the inventor in this example would have failed to meet the "best mode" requirement.
THE CLAIMS 
A well written Utility patent will give its owner the right to exclude others from practicing the inventive CONCEPT, not just from practicing a single detailed embodiment. The most important and practical aspect to patent protection is played out in the composition of patent "claims." The CLAIMS define the "metes and bounds" of the inventor's intellectual property rights. When the claims are not thoughtfully written, the inventor may secure a patent with no practical value.
Reflect back to the discussion of the nature of "protection" as being the right to exclude. In order to enforce this right, the patent owner must use the power of the legal system, by threatening or bringing a legal action for infringement.
If your patented invention is a novel way to gift wrap presents, using ordinary wrapping paper and adhesive tape, how would you learn who is practicing your invention? You would probably not be willing or able to sue each one in order to enforce your right to exclude. But, if the practice of your invention is made easy by using a specialized tool, then you could patent the tool concept, and thereby be able to exclude others from selling the tool useful only for the practice of your invention. If the invention includes a certain shape, cut into the wrapping paper, you would want to be able to exclude others from selling precut paper helpful to the practice of your invention.
The wording in the claims, as interpreted by a
court of law, determines what you may exclude
others from practicing. If your patent only claims the use of ordinary scissors, paper and tape to make a novel wrapping, you have no practical means to use a patent to enforce your right to exclude. You should think of other ways to capitalize on that novel idea.
THE CLAIMS ARE THE HEART OF A PATENT. It is
well worth the money spent to have the claims to YOUR invention drafted by a person who understands the reality of patent enforcement.
Miscellaneous "Application" Papers
In addition to the application itself, the inventor will be required to sign an oath, stating "that he believes himself to be the original and first inventor. ..." If the applicant wishes to be represented by an attorney or agent in proceedings before the United States Patent and Trademark Office, the applicant will need to sign a Power of Attorney.
If the inventor has no intention of filing in any other country, a Nonpublication Request should be filed. Otherwise, the Patent Office assesses a Publication fee with the Issue fee.
In order to avoid surcharges, the Official Filing Fee should be submitted with the rest of the application.
Phase Two - Prosecution
Some time after the application is filed, the Patent Office will respond with a Filing Receipt, and probably with a Foreign Filing License. This time varies from two to seven months. The Foreign Filing License is required if the applicant wishes to file a patent application in a foreign country, prior to six months after filing the United States patent application.
The patent application will be assigned to a
patent examiner who will read it, search for prior
art and prepare an Office Action. The Patent
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Office will try to address every formal and substantive issue that stands between the applicant and the issue of a patent. In discussions with your patent attorney or agent, you might hear more shorthand, examples being "102 rejection," "103 rejection" and "112 rejection." Each of these rejection terms refers to a section of Title 35 of the United States Code.
A "102 rejection" indicates that the examiner believes that a single prior art reference "anticipates" the subject of the present application. The legal meaning of the term "anticipates" is that a single prior art reference "describes" the same invention. In this event, the applicant must argue that his claimed invention is patentably distinct from the single reference, or amend the rejected claims so that they are narrower, and not anticipated by the reference. If the applicant is successful in overcoming the rejection, the scope of the applicant's claims are narrowed by whatever concessions he makes to the reference.
A "103 rejection" means that the examiner believes that the present invention would be obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art of the present invention. Usually, the examiner will combine two or more prior art references to bolster his assertion that the present invention is "obvious." To overcome this rejection, the applicant must argue that his invention is not obvious, and must explain why it would not be obvious to a person having ordinary skill in the art.
A "112 rejection" usually means that the claims as written are not in "full, clear, concise, and exact terms." Typically, this is a grammatical flaw that can be corrected, and will not require that the scope of the claims be narrowed in order to overcome the rejection.
 month time prescribed by section 133. If a response is not made within six months, the application is deemed abandoned, and it cannot be revived. An inventor loses his right to patent by abandoning his application. If the applicant is to secure a patent, he MUST respond to Office Actions, or forever lose his right to patent on that invention.
Phase Three - Issuance and Maintenance
Once the Patent Office decides that the applicant has "invented or discovered any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, of composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof," the Patent Office will advise the applicant that the application is in "Allowable" condition. This is a signal that the mere payment of a fee will result in the grant of a Patent. The resulting Utility Patent will be enforceable for 4 years. The term of enforceability can be extended through he payment of a Maintenance fee. Maintenance fee payments are NOT required to get the full 14 year term of a Design patent.
How much will this cost?
It depends. It should depend. Some inventions are easier to describe and claim than others. So, please be understanding of the wide range of legal fees cited here. The richness of the inventive spirit is a bigger variable than the range of patent attorneys' hourly fees.
Your patent attorney (or agent), while an artist with words and law, may not be a draftsman. In any case, you should be prepared to pay for any necessary drawings that conform to the Patent Office rules. Generally, engineering drawings are NOT suitable to serve as patent drawings. The disclosure of an inventive CONCEPT is much different from detailing an embodiment.
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Usually, the Patent Office allows the applicant three months time to prepare and file a response to the Office Action. This time can be extended, by paying fees, up to the statutory maximum six
The table below shows a range of legal and Official fees related to "uncomplicated" United States Utility patents. The Official fees are as of October 1, 2003, and are applicable to a LARGE entity. An asterisk indicates an official fee that is reduced by half for an independent inventor, small business concern, or nonprofit organization.
It is not reasonable for you to expect somebody to work for you for free. Your patent attorney or agent may require a Services Fee to cover his time and effort in the payment of an Official Fee. Ask your attorney or agent about their fee policy for responding to Office Actions, and for making Issue and Maintenance fee payments. There is so much variation in policy and practice that it behooves an inventor to ask, up front, to avoid surprises later on.
Application Phase



Application proper - Legal Fees
$ 2,000 to

$12,000 +
Preparation of Drawings - Draftsman Fees
$ 200 to

$ 2,000 +
U.S. Patent Office Official Filing Fee
$ 740

Prosecution Phase



Despond to Office Action - Legal Fees
$ 500 to
$ 3,000 +
Delay in Fesponse - up to three months
up to $ 930
Interference - Minimum Legal Fees Plus Official Petition Fees
.$10,000

Issue and Maintenance Phase



Issue of Patent - Legal Fees
$ 0 to
$ 500 +
U.S. Patent Office Official Issue Fee
$1,330
Maintenance fee - Legal Fee for geminder and Payment (At each 31/2, 71/2 and 111/2 year anniversary of issue date)
$ 0 to
$ 500 +
31/2 year Maintenance fee
$ 910
71/2 year Maintenance fee
$ 2,090
111/2 year Maintenance fee
$ 3,220

* These Patent Office Official Fees are reduced by half, if you qualify for small business concern status. The Official Fees recited above became effective 1 Oct 2003.
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Choosing an Attorney
This is more difficult than shopping for a car. At least you know what a car is, and how to spot a bad one. The best advice I can give to a person shopping for a patent attorney is to keep your hogwash detector on "sensitive" and to ask the questions suggested by this article.
Patents are complex and they operate on different levels - the purely technical level of describing the invention; the legal level of interpreting the words of the claims; the practical level of having enforceable claims; and the level of seeing commercialization details and possibilities. You should seek a patent attorney who is quick to grasp the level and needs of his audience.
Frequently Asked Questions
A short article cannot possibly answer all of the questions or address all of the issues involved in the legal protection of an inventive concept. You can help make this article more useful by asking questions. I welcome all questions, corrections, and criticisms.
I'll do my best to answer your questions, and your question may appear in this Frequently Asked Question section.
Q. What does "Patent pending" mean?
A. Just what is says. That a patent application is pending before the United States Patent and Trademark Office. You have this status as soon as you have a filing date, for a "regular" application, or a "provisional" application.
 pending" status is not enough to support an infringement lawsuit.
Q. I've heard about "provisional" applications. How does this work? Tell me about provisional applications.
A. My opinion at this time is that an inventor has better options than a provisional application, and that any advantage is illusory. A provisional application provides no disadvantage either, other than illusory confidence, an unhealthy tendency to delay the preparation and filing of a "regular" application, and an additional, unnecessary cost in the life of a successful patentable product.
Q. I've heard about PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty) applications. How does this work? Tell me about international PCT applications.
A. If you have enough money to wonder about foreign patents, I want to talk to you personally. Email, phone or write me. This is a complex area, and I suggest that you seek out some of the other fine "internet authors" for their summary of the PCT process. I do have a rather cryptic summary of international patent law, which was prepared as a course outline.
Q. You refer to "uncomplicated" applications.
What is a "complicated" application?
A. Examples of complicated applications are: where the Official Filing Fee check bounces; where an inventor is unavailable or unwilling to sign the oath; where the application fails to correctly identify all of the inventors; and where there is an interference.
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Q. What use is "Patent pending" status??
A. When you put a "Patent Pending" mark on your goods, it has an effect on would-be infringers. It makes them pause before investing to produce the invention. "Patent
FTC/STATE "PROJECT MOUSETRAP"
SNARES INVENTION PROMOTION INDUSTRY
July 23, 1997
A significant number of firms in the invention promotion industry are perpetrating a massive fraud on middle American consumers by claiming they have the resources and corporate connections to successfully develop and market individuals' inventions, according to federal and state officials who gathered at Federal Trade Commission headquarters in Washington, D.C. today. Issuing a message of extreme caution to consumers about using the very expensive, but almost always fruitless, services of an invention promotion firm, the FTC announced "Project Mousetrap," a law-enforcement sweep that has leveled federal and state charges in seven actions against companies and their principals involved in schemes purportedly to help independent inventors who tinker away in their garages late into each night in the hope of"building a better mousetrap."
The FTC, which brought five of the cases, said the defendants in its actions generated in excess of $90 million for their own pockets by exploiting the ideas, hopes and dreams of tens of thousands of consumers. The Pennsylvania Attorney General's Office brought its action under the FTC's Telemarketing Sales Rule, one of the first to be brought by a state in federal court seeking a temporary restraining order and asset freeze, without notice to the defendants, under that rule. Florida's Attorney General also filed an action, in state court, as part of Project Mousetrap. The FTC obtained temporary restraining orders and asset freezes against the defendants in its cases and is seeking permanent injunctions and redress for consumers.
"It is a fact that less than one percent of all new product concepts succeed in the marketplace," said Jodie Bernstein, Director of the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protection, at a press conference announcing Project Mousetrap. "Yet the fraudulent firms in this industry conclude, after a 'professional' evaluation, that virtually every new idea or product crossing their desks is patentable and has 'tremendous market potential.' They promise enthusiastic inventors that they can provide professional assistance in getting a patent and securing licensing and manufacturing agreements with manufacturers. Time after time, however, these firms lie to consumers about the sincerity of their belief in an idea and its marketability. Mark Twain once said that the name of the greatest inventor is accident. But it is no accident that these firms profit while the dreams of their customers die. That is their plan, and up to now, they have been very successful in perpetrating that plan. Virtually no consumers have even made back their investment, let alone any profit, from these companies' services."
"Attorney General Mike Fisher is committed to striking back against unscrupulous companies that take advantage of the hopes and creativity of inventors," said Pennsylvania Executive Deputy Attorney General Alexis Barbieri, who also spoke at the press conference. "Too many inventors, who thought they could turn a good idea into reality, ended up with nothing more than their own canceled check."
"Project Mousetrap" also begins a concerted effort among law enforcement officials and other federal regulators to combat this type of fraud with a targeted consumer education campaign. The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO), the Department of Justice and the FTC have formed a task force to gather and share information about law enforcement efforts, and to develop a long-term campaign to give consumers information about invention promotion fraud at key times where they might be especially receptive to the message -- for instance, when they receive information from the USPTO.
According to USPTO's Solicitor, Nancy Linck, "We are particularly concerned about the impact these disreputable firms have on independent inventors' confidence in the patent system. As a result of their dealings with unscrupulous invention developers, they come to see the system as frustrating rather than promoting the recognition and protection of their inventions. We strongly support the actions taken today by the FTC and look forward to working closely with them on their consumer education effort."
The FTC issued several new consumer education pieces at the press conference: a post card, new consumer brochure, "Invention Promotion Firms," and an alert, "Spotting Sweet-Sounding Promises of Fraudulent Invention Promotion Firms," as well as a brief that includes a patent search crossword puzzle, all of which it developed in cooperation with the USPTO. The pieces feature information about how to detect and avoid invention promotion scams. In addition, the FTC is partnering to distribute the pieces with Science Service, a non-profit organization that administers the Westinghouse Science Talent Search and the Intel International Science and Engineering Fair -- approximately 500 science fairs at public schools worldwide feed into the Intel Fair --and also publishes Science News, an international weekly magazine.
Defendants named in the FTC cases are:
·	International Product Design, Inc., The Innovation Center, Inc., and the National Idea Center, Inc., all of which were headquartered in Washington, D.C. and preceded the following four firms: American Invention Associates, Inc. headquartered in Miami, Florida; Invention Consultants, USA, Inc. of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; New Products of America, Inc., of Atlanta, Georgia; International Licensing Corporation, Inc. of Reston, Virginia; and Azure Communications, Inc., of Reston, Virginia, doing business as London Communications, Inc. and which is the corporate headquarters of the four successor firms; and officers of one or more of the companies Robert N. Waxman, Peter Doran, Darrell Mormando, Julian Gumpel and Greg Wilson;
·	National Idea Network, Inc., doing business as The Concept Network out of Indiana and Wexford, Pennsylvania; CEO and President Harry E. Sharf, III, Executive Vice President Wayne R. Obitz, and Senior Marketing Representative Robert J. Zarko;
·	Davison & Associates, Inc., of Oakmont and Indianola, Pennsylvania; President and CEO George M. Davison, III, and sales associate Thomas Dowler;
·	Eureka Solutions International, Inc. and OEM Communications, both doing business out of the West Pittsburgh Expo Mart in Monroeville, Pennsylvania; President and founder Gregory S. Bender, and sales representative Frank J. Cillo; and one other case, still under a court-ordered seal.
THE FRAUDULENT INVENTION PROMOTION SCHEME
The schemes challenged in Project Mousetrap are all woven with a common thread: false claims about the firms' potential for helping inventors generate substantial profits. Additional deceptions are stitched in as the presentations continue. For example, the firms often emphasize their track records and the importance of their screening process, touting product research reports that purportedly constitute a professional product and market evaluation of the idea. Over prior years, the FTC has charged a half dozen invention promotion firms with deceptive practices. These cases were brought individually,and although collectively they have generated in excess of $2 million in redress payments to consumers, the
agency said a more massive law enforcement "sweep" approach coupled with a consumer education campaign is necessary to curb this persistent problem.
The FTC said its investigations of the industry have given it a wealth of knowledge about how invention promotion firms work. Most firms offer services in two stages, the FTC said. First, the firm might promise a free initial evaluation of the inventor's idea -- the evaluation is virtually always highly favorable -- and that sets the stage for phase one, a more extensive study of the idea and its patentability and market potential. The FTC showed samples of these reports at today's news conference -- they often are quite lengthy,but typically are mass produced and consist largely of boilerplate pages into which the inventor's name and idea is electronically inserted. Indeed, the FTC said, fraudulent invention promotion firms do not offer an honest appraisal of the merit, technical feasibility or market potential of an idea, and in some instances their patent searches are incomplete. Nonetheless, these reports generally cost several hundred dollars or more, although the price is not mentioned until after the customer is taken through a series of calculations about the costs associated with manufacturing and marketing the product and its ultimate retail price. The sum of this discussion --the likely profits an inventor might see -- is inevitably big dollars, officials said.
The phase one report serves as a marketing tool for phase two services, which include patenting and marketing the idea. Invention promotion firms might mention trade shows at which they purportedly will display an idea, or special relationships they have with manufacturers who might be interested in producing it. Unscrupulous promoters often require the consumer to pay a fee of several thousand dollars -- in some instances, more than $10,000 -- in advance for phase two services, the FTC said, noting that reputable companies usually rely on royalties from the successful licensing of their clients' ideas, rather than large advance fees.
TIPS FOR INVENTORS
According to the consumer education materials released today, inventors should know that there are different kinds of patents and that, while many ideas are patentable, very few have real commercial potential. A utility patent, which grants the inventor of any new and useful process or machine exclusive rights to the invention, may offer more protection than a design patent, which grants to any new ornamental design for an article of manufacture. "Unscrupulous invention promotion firms often apply for patents that provide such limited legal protection that it is easy for competitors to find a way to design around the patent," states an FTC brief on invention promotion firms. Other firms might say that registering your idea with the USPTO's Disclosure Document Program protects your idea, but that is not true, the brief states. Filing with this program, which costs $10, only provides evidence of the date of conception of the invention. Other tips and information included in the materials include:
·	Reputable companies are choosy about which ideas they pursue, and typically work on a contingency basis. If a firm is enthusiastic about your idea, but insists on a substantial up-front fee, take your business elsewhere.
·	A firm that claims you need to hurry and patent your idea quickly before someone else does is engaging in high pressure sales tactics, a red flag for fraud.
·	Many firms claim to have a great record licensing their clients' inventions. Ask the firm to disclose its success rate, the number of clients who made more money from their inventions than they paid to
the firm for its services. Also ask for the names and telephone numbers of recent clients. Check the references, and check with your state Attorney General's office to determine whether state law requires success rate disclosure.* Many unscrupulous firms agree in their contracts to identify manufacturers by coding your idea with the U.S. Bureau of Standard Industrial Code (SIC). Lists of manufacturers that come from classifying your idea with the SIC usually are of limited value.
The materials also suggest places consumers may want to call, write, or visit on the World Wide Web, including the FTC's web site(www.ftc.gov), the USPTO's web site (www.uspto.gov) or the web site of the National Congress of Inventor Organizations at (www.inventionconvention.com/ncio.index.html).
The FTC received assistance in these cases from the Pennsylvania and Florida Attorneys General, and the U.S. Attorney's Office in New Jersey. The Commission votes to bring the cases were 5-0. The FTC filed the complaints in federal district courts, as noted below, and has won temporary restraining orders prohibiting the challenged practices and freezing defendants' assets pending hearings. Trials in the cases will be scheduled at later dates.
NOTE: The Commission .files a complaint when it has "reason to believe"that the law has been or is being violated, and it appears to the Commission that a proceeding is in the public interest. The complaint is not a, finding or ruling that the defendant has actually violated the law. The case will be decided by the court.
Copies of the complaints, as well as the consumer education materials, are available from the FTC's web site at http://www.ftc.gov and also from the FTC's Public Reference Branch, Room 130, 6th Street and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20580; 202-326-2222; TTY for the hearing impaired 202-326-2502. To find out the latest news as it is announced, call the FTC NewsPhone recording at 202-326-2710.
MEDIA CONTACTS
STAFF CONTACTS (for the entire project)



Howard Shapiro or Bonnie Jansen	Bureau of Consumer Protection
Office of Public Affairs	Dean Graybill, 202-326-3584
202-326-2176 or 202-326-2161	Robert Friedman, 202-326-3297
FTC File Nos. / Civil Action Nos. / Individual Case Contacts:
American Invention Associates, Inc.: File No. 962 3276 / U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Virginia, in Alexandria, Civil Action No. 96-1114-A / David Fix, 202-326-3248
National Idea Network: File No 962 3296 / U.S. District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania, in Pittsburgh, Civil Action No. 97-1279 / Russell Damtoft, FTC Chicago Regional Office, 312-353-3771
Davison & Associates: File No. 962 3310 / U.S. District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania, in Pittsburgh, Civil Action No. 97-1278 / Steven Balster, FTC Cleveland Regional Office, 216-263-3455
Eureka Solutions: File No. 972 3057 / U.S. District Court for the Western District of Pennsylvania, in Pittsburgh, Civil Action No. 97-1280 / Steven Balster, FTC Cleveland Regional Office, 216/263-3455

